
May \6, 1988

Dear Joe,

Had hoped to have these copies of the articles for you before
now, but have had to organLze:tall this material, and it took much
longer than I expected.

If you check over the lists that.olr.sent you in April and the
ones I am sending you today, you willt-fhere are some of the articles
that I have not ient you. However, if in going over the lists there
ale any you particularly desire, let me know, anq I ryi11_get copies
made. -Ybu witt also notice that I have also included a few actual
original clippings - they were extra copies (some a little tattered
and-torn ) that we had tucked away in a box. I found quite a number
of additional material, and I think this probably covers nearly
everything! I suppose there are some show, etc. that we gave or
participated in that were probably never written up anywhere,
And there are a few of the articles published in smal1 newspapers
in various 1ittle towns that I have included only because I thought
you might get a "kick" out of them (mostly 1939). The pictures
are just the same, and even the writeups are similar - it is like
a snow ball when that type of feature is sent out to various outlets.
Some of those were done by an individual in Indiana to whom both
Relna (Brewer) Mc Rae and I had sent pictures.

You may keep all this material including the original c1ippings,
of all of them. I do intend to send you four moreas I have copies
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and I will have
tape on some of
too much.

newspaper writeups when we did the shows in Hawaii -
with all the Hawaii trip material is falling apart

to redo the book anyway. I foolishly used scotch
them, so it is difficult to get it loose without tearing

Regarding the Album pictures - the best place I found (where
they are careful with o1d negatives) charge $3.95 each for 8x10 photos.
Is that price ok with you? There are 16 photos in all, and double
that if Steve"irl. wants all 76, a1so. Let me know, and we will take
them over to be made up.

By now you have probably heard from my daughter, but I haven't
talked to my brother lately - so do not know whether he has answered
or not - hope so. They travel a 1ot, so they may be out of town.

By the way while searching thru
clippings, I ran across the name and
Phoenix who is suppose to have films
will pass on the information Lo you.
him.

Jerry Doyle Phoenix, Arizona
have ever raised him at this number,

old envelopes and folders of
phone number of the man in
of Muscle Beach, etc. So
Perhaps Terry Todd knows of

602-274-3005 None of us
and it is now several years old.

Thought you would be interested in the article on steroids that
appeared one Sunday in the LA Times magazLne section (Keep it), and
the other clipping appeared in some magazine, but forgot to write
it down.


